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forbidding certain actions, which amounted to a denial of the
sacredness both of private property and of freedom of contract
as hitherto understood. Conservative insistence on property,
Liberal insistence on freedom thus joined hands in resisting
any suggestion that society should embark on a new policy of
economic control.
To hold any other view seemed in fact to be setting at
defiance the young science of political economy still fresh from
its successful onslaught on the old mercantilism, restrictions
on trade, corporations and the like, under the influence of its
masters, Adam Smith and Ricardo. So Jean-Baptiste Say pro-
claims his belief in " the natural march of things/' Dunoyer
" anticipated Spencer "l in his championship of the absolute
" freedom of labour," Gamier even denied the right of the
State to issue currency, Bastiat, the apostle of free trade, " a
tedious echo of eighteenth-century optimism," proclaimed the
existence of " certain vague economic harmonies slurring over
the apparent discords of social life," a crude and grotesque
expression, adds Ruggiero,2 of the early Liberal hostility to the
State, while Reybaud confidently declared that " Socialism was
over and the last traces of it must be carefully erased."
One economist, however, challenged the need for this ap-
parent helplessness before economic problems and opened the
way for a new handling of the question. Sismondi3 was not a
Socialist, and rejected even the appellation of Democrat; he
did not believe in universal suffrage and said that sovereignty
should belong not to numbers but to an " enlightened will ";
yet there is something distinctly socialistic both in his analysis
of existing conditions and in his remedies. It is true, he said,
that wealth is on the increase; but what we have to face is the
phenomenon of healthy nations in which general distribution
increases as fast as general wealth, and where the class that
produces is driven daily nearer to having nothing to enjoy.
It is true that wealth has brought leisure, but " it is not the
1	According to Tame (Michel, Idle de F$tat, p. 342).
2	European Liberalism, p. 187,
^Simonde de Sismondi (1773-1842), better known as the historian of the
Italian republics.
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